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Abstract: The purpose of this systematic review was to investigate the diagnostic accuracy of
[18F]FDG PET/CT and breast MRI for primary breast cancer (BC) response assessment after neoadju-
vant chemotherapy (NAC) and to evaluate future perspectives in this setting. We performed a critical
review using three bibliographic databases (i.e., PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science) for articles
published up to the 6 June 2023, starting from 2012. The Quality Assessment of Diagnosis Accuracy
Study (QUADAS-2) tool was adopted to evaluate the risk of bias. A total of 76 studies were identified
and screened, while 14 articles were included in our systematic review after a full-text assessment.
The total number of patients included was 842. Eight out of fourteen studies (57.1%) were prospective,
while all except one study were conducted in a single center. In the majority of the included studies
(71.4%), 3.0 Tesla (T) MRI scans were adopted. Three out of fourteen studies (21.4%) used both 1.5 and
3.0 T MRI and only two used 1.5 T. [18F]FDG was the radiotracer used in every study included. All
patients accepted surgical treatment after NAC and each study used pathological complete response
(pCR) as the reference standard. Some of the studies have demonstrated the superiority of [18F]FDG
PET/CT, while others proved that MRI was superior to PET/CT. Recent studies indicate that PET/CT
has a better specificity, while MRI has a superior sensitivity for assessing pCR in BC patients after
NAC. The complementary value of the combined use of these modalities represents probably the
most important tool to improve diagnostic performance in this setting. Overall, larger prospective
studies, possibly randomized, are needed, hopefully evaluating PET/MR and allowing for new tools,
such as radiomic parameters, to find a proper place in the setting of BC patients undergoing NAC.

Keywords: breast cancer; FDG; PET/CT; MRI; neoadjuvant chemotherapy; response; pathological
complete response

1. Introduction

Breast cancer (BC) is the most common cancer in the world, accounting for at least
30% of female neoplasms and with an increasing incidence of approximately 0.3% per
year since 2004 [1]. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) is the first-line treatment option
in case of non-operable and/or locally advanced BC and should start as soon as diag-
nosis and staging are completed (ideally within 2–4 weeks) [2–4]. This strategy leads to
a downstage of the primary tumor, allowing a considerable number of patients to undergo
breast-conserving surgery, converting mastectomy to quadrantectomy. Moreover, a reduced
need for axillary lymph node dissection is reported after NAC, with a consequent reduced
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surgical morbidity [5,6]. Several literature reports agree that pathological complete re-
sponse (pCR) is the best tool for the evaluation of tumor response after NAC, as it has been
demonstrated to be a strong prognostic factor [7–9]. In this setting, early assessment of the
response after NAC is of paramount importance in order to verify the therapy’s effective-
ness, identify non-responding patients, and guide the selection of an alternative treatment
option [10]. Through comparison of clinical breast examinations, such as mammography,
ultrasound (US), and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), it has been found that the latter
is the most accurate tool for assessing tumor response and residual tumor after NAC, but
there are still some important issues that should be addressed [11]. In fact, based mostly on
anatomical variations, MRIs have shown high specificity (83–91%) and moderate sensitivity
(63–75%) [12]. These variations can be the results of, for example, fibrosis, tumor fragmen-
tation, or anti-angiogenic effects leading to an under or overestimation of the response.
Furthermore, MRI features have different predictive values across the various BC subtypes,
and this does not allow the evaluation of possible distant metastasis [13]. In the last few
years, the use of [18F]fluorodeoxyglucose (FDG) positron emission tomography/computed
tomography (PET/CT) has been investigated in this scenario with encouraging preliminary
results showing a significant correlation between pCR and longer survival in patients with
a complete metabolic response on [18F]FDG PET/CT, which could overcome some of the
above-mentioned limitations [14]. The aim of this systematic review was to investigate the
diagnostic accuracy of [18F]FDG PET/CT and MRI for response assessment after NAC in
BC patients and to evaluate future perspectives in this setting.

2. Materials and Methods

Our systematic review was conducted following the “Preferred Reporting Items for
a Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis” (PRISMA) guidelines [15].

2.1. Literature Search Strategy and Selection of the Studies

A comprehensive search of the literature was conducted through three bibliographic
databases (i.e., PubMed, Scopus, and Web of Science) for papers published up to 6 June 2023,
with a starting date limit set to 2012. The search keywords included: ((((locally advanced
breast cancer [Text Word]) OR (breast cancer[Text Word])) AND (neoadjuvant chemother-
apy[Text Word])) AND (((MRI[Text Word]) OR (magnetic resonance imaging[Text Word]))
OR (MR[Text Word]))) AND ((PET[Text Word]) OR (positron emission tomography[Text
Word])). Additionally, the references of the articles as well as unpublished and ongoing
studies in the ClinicalTrials.gov database were also independently searched by two authors
(M.C. and A.C.). Full texts were retrieved when the title and abstract were considered
relevant, whereas disagreements were solved by a consensus including a third author (E.L.).
The inclusion criteria were as follows: histology-proven breast cancer; MRI and PET/CT
performed after NAC; post-surgery pathologic response as the gold standard. Exclusion
criteria for our systematic review were: non-English language, studies with animal models,
case reports/poster presentations/letters in the topic of interest, small series (i.e., less than
10 patients), published more than ten years ago, involving hybrid imaging only, or with
other non-FDG radiotracers.

2.2. Data Collection and Extraction

The three above-mentioned reviewers (M.C., A.C. and E.L.) independently carried out
the data collection process in order to reduce possible bias.

For each of the selected studies in our review, the data extracted were general study
information (i.e., authors, publication year, study design, number of institutions included,
funding sources, and country), patients’ features (i.e., number of cohorts, age, BC histologi-
cal features), imaging performed, and response assessment parameters.
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2.3. Quality Assessment

To assess the risk of bias in individual studies as well as concerns regarding the
applicability of review questions, the Quality Assessment of Diagnosis Accuracy Study
(QUADAS-2) method was adopted. Four domains, patient selection, index test, reference
standard, and flow and timing, were evaluated for the risk of bias. Three domains (i.e., pa-
tient selection, index test, and reference standard) were investigated in terms of concerns
regarding applicability [16].

3. Results
3.1. Literature Search

A total of 76 studies were identified and screened. Considering predefined eligibility
criteria, out of these 76 articles assessed for eligibility, 62 records were excluded (40 as not
in the field of interest; 15 as reviews, editorials, or letters; 6 as case reports; 1 preclinical
study). After full-text examination, the remaining 14 articles were suitable for inclusion in
our systematic review (Figure 1) [17–30].
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3.2. Basic Characteristics

Overall, 842 was the total number of included patients, ranging between 11 and 188 per
study. Four studies (35.7%) enrolled more than 50 patients. Eight out of fourteen studies
(57.1%) were prospective, while all except one study were conducted in a single center.
Characteristics of the included studies are summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1. General study information.

Authors [Ref.] Year Country Study Design/N◦ of
Involved Centers Funding Sources

Amioka et al. [28] 2016 Japan Prospective/monocentric None

An et al. [27] 2015 South Korea Retrospective/monocentric National Research Foundation of Korea

Baysal et al. [22] 2022 Turkey Retrospective/monocentric None

Choi et al. [30] 2018 South Korea Prospective/monocentric None

Kim et al. [24] 2014 South Korea Retrospective/monocentric None

Kitajima et al. [20] 2018 Japan Retrospective/monocentric None

Cho et al. [29] 2016 South Korea Prospective/monocentric National Research Foundation of Korea

Pahk et al. [26] 2015 South Korea Retrospective/monocentric Korea Health Industry
Development Institute

Park et al. [18] 2012 South Korea Retrospective/monocentric

Korea Healthcare Technology R&D
Project, Ministry for Health, Welfare &

Family Affairs, Innovative Research
Institute for Cell Therapy

Pengel et al. [25] 2014 Netherlands Prospective/monocentric Project Breast CARE

Schmitz et al. [19] 2017 Netherlands Prospective/monocentric Project Breast CARE

Simo et al. [23] 2013 Spain Prospective/monocentric Not reported

Tateishi et al. [17] 2012 Japan, USA Prospective/bicentric None

Tokuda et al. [21] 2021 Japan Prospective/monocentric None

3.3. Imaging and Technical Aspects

In most of the included studies (71.4%), MRI scans were acquired on a 3.0 Tesla (T)
system with a dedicated breast coil. Three out of fourteen studies (21.4%) used both
1.5 and 3.0 T MRI and only two used 1.5 T. One study also included contrast-enhanced
US in the comparison of techniques and Tokuda et al. evaluated dedicated-breast PET
(dbPET) [22,28]. [18F]FDG was the radiotracer used in every study included; PET data were
acquired in a two-dimensional mode after na on-contrast CT scan from the base of the skull
to the pelvis. All patients received surgical treatment after NAC and each study compared
the diagnostic value of MRI and PET/CT, considering pCR as the reference standard. Core-
needle biopsies of the lesion were executed before NAC and more tumor samples were
obtained after surgery; all specimens were analyzed by an experienced breast pathologist
blinded to the imaging results. Regarding response assessment, parameters used were as
follows: Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors (RECIST), PET Response Criteria in
Solid Tumors (PERCIST), the percentage change of MR parameters such as largest tumor
diameter (LD), unidimensional diameter (1D), tumor volume (TV), and the percentage
variation of PET parameters such as standardized uptake value (SUV), standardized uptake
value corrected for lean body mass (SUL), and metabolic tumor volume (MTV). Detailed
information is reported in Table 2.

Table 2. Key study characteristics.

Authors [Ref.] Sample Size Mean/Median
Age (Years) Histology PET Scanner Response

Assessment pCR

Amioka et al. [28] 63 53.0 (31–69)
LU (5A, 18B,

11HER2), HER2
(8), TP (21)

whole-body RECIST 1.1 YES

An et al. [27] 16 51.6 (29–69) DC (19), LC (1) whole-body ∆SUVmax, ∆LD NR
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Table 2. Cont.

Authors [Ref.] Sample Size Mean/Median
Age (Years) Histology PET Scanner Response

Assessment pCR

Baysal et al. [22] 88 53.09 ± 12.57 LU (26A, 39B,
9HER2), TP (14) whole-body RECIST 1.1,

PERCIST 1.0 YES

Choi et al. [30] 33 50.0 ± 10

IDC (28),
micropapillary (2),

ILC (2),
metaplastic (1)

whole-body ∆SULpeak, ∆MTV,
∆1D, ∆TV YES

Kim et al. [24] 38 47.0 (27–70) DC (54), LC (1),
MUC (1) whole-body ∆SUVmax NR

Kitajima et al. [20] 32 52.4 (29–74) DC (29), LC (1),
MUC (2) whole-body RECIST 1.1,

PERCIST 1.0 YES

Cho et al. [29] 35 49.6 (35–65) DC (33), LC (2) whole-body ∆SUVmax, ∆LD YES

Pahk et al. [26] 21 51 (NR) DC (21) whole-body ∆SUVmax NR

Park et al. [18] 34 44 (27–60) DC (32), MUC (1),
other (1) whole-body ∆SUVmax NR

Pengel et al. [25] 93 48 (26–68) DC (85), LC (7) whole-body ∆SUVmax YES

Schmitz et al. [19] 188 47 (25–73) IDC (167), ILC
(18), others (3) whole-body ∆SUVmax, ∆LD NR

Simo et al. [23] 30 47 (31–70) LU (12A, 9B), TN
(10), HER2 (10) whole-body RECIST 1.1,

PERCIST 1.0 NR

Tateishi et al. [17] 142 57 (43–72) DC (131), LC (11) whole-body ∆SUVmax, ∆LD NR

Tokuda et al. [21] 29 55 (35–78) LU (7A, 13B,
3HER2), TP (6)

dedicated for
breast

RECIST 1.1,
PERCIST 1.0 YES

Abbreviations: ∆: percentage change; 1D: unidimensional diameter; DC: ductal carcinoma; IDC: invasive ductal
carcinoma; HER2: Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2; ILC: invasive lobar carcinoma; LC: lobar
carcinoma; LD: longest tumor diameter; TV: tumor volume; LU-A, B: Luminal-A, Luminal-B; MTV: metabolic
tumor volume; MUC: mucinous; PERCIST: PET Response Criteria in Solid Tumors; RECIST: Response Evaluation
Criteria in Solid Tumors; SUL: standardized uptake value corrected for lean body mass; SUV: standardized uptake
value; TP: triple-negative; NR: not reported; pCR: pathological complete response.

3.4. Main Findings

In the last decade, several studies have compared different imaging methods in the
evaluation of the response to NAC in patients with BC. Some of these showed a better
performance for [18F]FDG PET/CT in this patient setting [17,18,21]. Tateishi et al. [17]
reported for the first time the diagnostic accuracy of percentage variation (∆) of maximum
standardized uptake (SUVmax) in predicting pCR after NAC compared with the kinetic
parameters obtained from dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE) MRI images. In their cohort,
[18F]FDG PET/CT was superior to MRI for the prediction of pCR (∆SUVmax (90.1%) vs.
∆kinetic (83.8%) or ∆AUC90 (76.8%), p < 0.05). Moreover, Pahk et al. [26] evaluated the
effectiveness of interim PET/CT (i.e., a mid-point scan after the third or the fourth cycle
of therapy) for predicting pCR in a group of Luminal-B histotypes. ∆SUVmax of the pCR
subgroup was significantly higher than the non-pCR group (p < 0.001); a cut-off of ∆SUV of
69% was proposed for discriminating pCR from non-pCR patients after receiver-operating
characteristic (ROC) analysis (p < 0.0001). Conversely, no statistically significant difference
in size change between pCR and non-pCR was found in MRI data. Moreover, the area
under the curve (AUC) of [18F]FDG PET/CT was significantly higher than that of MRI
(0.9 vs. 0.65), demonstrating that [18F]FDG PET/CT could be more accurate than MRI
(p = 0.04). More recently, in a study by Tokuda et al. [21], the performance of whole-body
PET and DCE-MRI was compared with dbPET, a recently introduced high-resolution
imaging acquired on hanging uncompressed breast, using a full-ring breast-dedicated
tomograph [31]. The sensitivity, specificity, and AUC for predicting pCR on dbPET were
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85.7%, 72.7%, and 0.818, respectively, while those for whole-body PET were 71.4%, 77.3%,
and 0.727, respectively, and those for MRI were 100, 50, and 0.773, respectively. Together,
these results suggest that dbPET was the best predictor of pCR after NAC.

Innovative results have also been obtained from Cho et al. [29], with the first prospec-
tive study comparing the performances of single-voxel proton magnetic resonance spec-
troscopy (MRS) and [18F]FDG PET/CT in predicting the pathological residual tumors in
35 patients who received NAC. Changes in SUVmax, peak standardized uptake (SUVpeak),
total lesion glycolysis (TLG) from PET/CT, and total choline-containing compounds by
MRS were measured. Mean percentages reductions of all these parameters were higher
in the pCR group than in the non-pCR group (MRS −80.3 ± 13.9% vs. −32.1 ± 49.4%,
p = 0.025; SUVmax −54.7 ± 22.1% vs. −26.3 ± 33.7%, p = 0.058; SUVpeak −60.7 ± 18.3% vs.
−32.3 ± 23.3%, p = 0.009; TLG −89.5± 8.5% vs. −52.6 ± 36.2%, p = 0.020), demonstrating
a comparable performance between the two techniques in prediction of pCR. Another
interesting aspect of this study is that the AUC value of TLG (0.879) was similar to those of
SUVpeak (0.862) and SUVmax (0.822), highlighting a possible use of this parameter.

Conversely, other important studies have shown the superiority of MRI in predicting
the pCR in this scenario. Kim et al. [24] compared ∆SUVmax with the volume reduction
rate by three-dimensional MRI: the volume reduction of primary BC reported by MRI
demonstrates the highest correlation with histopathological tumor regression (p < 0.0001).
Volume reduction rate demonstrated the largest value after ROC analysis (AUC = 0.9),
followed by SUVmax decrease (AUC = 0.875) and diameter decrease rate (AUC = 0.849).

In a recent study, Choi et al. [30] evaluated the values of [18F]FDG PET/CT and
MRI for response assessment in thirty-three patients before and one to four weeks after
NAC. Following NAC, they found significant differences between responders and non-
responders in terms of hottest voxel (SULpeak: 0.9 ± 0.4 vs. 2.4 ± 1.7; p < 0.001), metabolic
tumor volume (MTV: 0.1 ± 0.1 cm3 vs. 12.0 ± 35.5 cm3; p < 0.001) for PET/CT, and
unidimensional diameter (ID: 2.5 ± 1.4 cm vs. 4.7 ± 3.0 cm; p = 0.0003) and tumor volume
(TV: 5.02 ± 5.73 cm3 vs. 31.3V46.0 cm3; p = 0.038) for MRI values. However, sensitivity,
specificity, accuracy, positive predictive value (PPV), and negative predictive value (NPV)
of the pathological response with PET/CT and MRI were 100%, 25%, 63.6%, 58.6%, and
100%, and 88.2%, 62.5%, 75.7%, 71.4%, and 83.3%, respectively. Therefore, [18F]FDG
PET/CT showed lower specificity and accuracy, but higher sensitivity than MRI, although
no significant difference was found between the two methods.

Therefore, probably due to these discordant results, other recent studies have focused
on the complementary value of MRI and PET/CT. Park S.H. et al. [18] aimed to compare the
use of diffusion-weighted (DWI) MRI and PET/CT to predict pCR in a cohort of 34 patients.
The best cut-off values for differentiating pCR from non-pCR were a 54.9% increase in
apparent diffusion coefficient after chemotherapy and a 63.9% decrease for SUVmax. Using
these values, DWI showed 100% sensitivity and 70.4% specificity and PET/CT showed
100% sensitivity and 77.8% specificity. There was a trend toward improved specificity
and accuracy with the combined use of DWI and PET/CT compared with DWI alone
(p = 0.063 for both). Indeed, the combination of MRI and PET/CT increased the diagnostic
selectivity to 88.9%. To the best of our knowledge, Kitajima et al. [20] performed the
first direct comparison of RECIST 1.1 and PERCIST 1.0 for predicting the pathological
response to NAC. A significant difference was observed between RECIST 1.1 and PERCIST
1.0 (k = 0.103, p < 0.0001) for response classification: tumor response was downgraded in
2 patients (6.2%) and upgraded in 23 cases (71.9%) using PERCIST 1.0. Moreover, sensitivity
and specificity to predict pCR were significantly different between the classification: 8.6%
and 94% with RECIST 1.1 and 100% and 22.2% with PERCIST 1.0, respectively (p = 0.000444,
p = 0.00087), hinting at a complementary function of the two different imaging methods.

In addition, some papers suggested a difference in efficacy between PET/CT and MRI
depending on the BC histotypes. For example, Schmitz et al. [19] explored the use of MRI
and [18F]FDG PET/CT in monitoring primary tumor response to NAC in patients affected
by different BC subtypes. In a cohort of 188 patients, differences in efficacy regarding human
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epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2)-positive, estrogen receptor (ER)-positive, and
triple-negative tumors were analyzed. For HER2-positive (46 patients), MRI resulted in the
strongest predictor (AUC: 0.735; sensitivity 36.2%), outperforming PET/CT (AUC: 0.543;
p = 0.04), and with comparable results to combined imaging (AUC: 0.708; p = 0.213). For
ER-positive cases (87 patients), the combination of MRI and PET/CT was slightly superior
(AUC: 0.818; sensitivity 55.8%) than MRI alone (AUC: 0.742; p = 0.117) and PET/CT alone
(AUC: 0.791). However, even though relatively large numbers of ER-positive patients were
included, no significant differences were found. Regarding triple-negative (55 patients),
MRI (AUC: 0.855; sensitivity 45.4%), PET/CT (AUC: 0.844; p = 0.220), and combined
imaging (AUC: 0.868; p = 0.213) produced comparable results.

Very recently, Baysal and colleagues [22] evaluated the agreement between MRI and
PET/CT response in 88 BC patients who underwent surgery following NAC. Tumor diame-
ters and SUVmax were significantly decreased (p < 0.001), with MRI being more sensitive in
ER-positive and E-cadherin-negative patients, while PET/CT was more sensitive in those
with HER-2 overexpression, Luminal-B, or proliferation rate >14% (p = 0.01). Selectivity,
sensitivity, PPV, and NPV for MRI were 80.7%, 65.2%, 75%, and 72.4%, respectively; on
the other hand, the same parameters for PET/CT were 75.7%, 100%, 57.9%, and 100%,
respectively.

Table 3 details the diagnostic performance from the above-mentioned studies to
predict pCR.

Table 3. Summary of diagnostic performance of MRI and PET/CT to predict pCR.

Authors [Ref.] Performance Measure MRI PET/CT MRI + PET

SE 69.6 SUVmax 100 NR

Amioka et al. [28] SP 85.0 SUVmax 52.5 NR

Acc 79.4 SUVmax 69.8 NR

SE

∆LD 66.67
∆TV 66.67
∆PE 66.67

∆LD + ∆TV + ∆PE 66.67
∆ADC 66.67

∆SUV 66.67

LD + SUV 33.33
TV + SUV 33.33
PE + SUV 33.33

ADC + SUV 33.33

An et al. [27] SP

∆LD 94.12
∆TV 94.12
∆PE 70.59

∆LD + ∆TV + ∆PE 94.12
∆ADC 70.59

∆SUV 92.31

LD + SUV 100
TV + SUV 100

PE + SUV 92.32
ADC + SUV 100

Acc

∆LD 90.00
∆TV 90.00
∆PE 70.00

∆LD + ∆TV + ∆PE 90.00
∆ADC 70.00

∆SUV 87.50

LD + SUV 87.50
TV + SUV 87.50
PE + SUV 81.25

ADC + SUV 87.50

Baysal et al. [22] SE 86.96 PERCIST 100 NR

SP 30.7 PERCIST 75.6 NR

Acc 57.1 PERCIST 81.8 NR

Choi et al. [30] SE 1D 88.2 SULpeak 100 NR

SP 1D 62.5 SULpeak 25 NR

Acc 1D 75.7 SULpeak 63.6 NR

Kim et al. [24] SE ∆ diameter 64.7
∆ volume 91.2 ∆SUV 91.3 NR

SP ∆ diameter 95.5
∆ volume 77.3 ∆SUV 73.3 NR
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Table 3. Cont.

Authors [Ref.] Performance Measure MRI PET/CT MRI + PET

Acc ∆ diameter 76.8
∆ volume 85.7 ∆SUV 81.6 NR

Kitajima et al. [20] SE RECIST1.1 28.6 PERCIST 100 NR

SP RECIST1.1 94.4 PERCIST 22.2 NR

Acc RECIST1.1 65.6 PERCIST 56.3 NR

Cho et al. [29] SE MRS 75.9
SUVmax 100
SUVpeak 100

TLG 79.3
NR

SP MRS 100
SUVmax 66.7
SUVpeak 66.7

TLG 100
NR

Acc MRS 91.1
SUVmax 82.2
SUVpeak 86.2

TLG 87.9
NR

Pahk et al. [26] SE ∆ size 64.3 ∆SUV 85.7 NR

SP ∆ size 71.4 ∆SUV 100 NR

Acc ∆ size 65 ∆SUV 90 NR

Park et al. [18] SE DWI 100 SUV 100 DWI + SUV 100

SP DWI 70.4 SUV 77.8 DWI + SUV 88.9

Acc DWI 76.5 SUV 82.4 DWI + SUV 91.2

Pengel et al. [25] SE NR NR NR

SP NR NR NR

Acc NR NR NR

Schmitz et al. [19] SE ER+ 36.2
TP 45.5 NR HER2+ 55.8

SP NR NR NR

Acc NR NR NR

Simo et al. [23] SE NR NR NR

SP NR NR NR

Acc NR NR NR

Tateishi et al. [17] SE ∆ rate costant 51.7 ∆SUVmax 66.7 NR

SP ∆ rate costant 92 ∆SUVmax 96.4 NR

Acc ∆ rate costant 83.8 ∆SUVmax 90.1 NR

Tokuda et al. [21] SE 100 dbPET 85.7
WB-PET 71.4 NR

SP 50 dbPET 72.7
WB-PET 77.3 NR

Acc 77.3 dbPET 82
WB-PET 73 NR

Abbreviations: ∆: percentage change; 1D: unidimensional diameter; ADC: apparent diffusion coefficient;
dbPET: dedicated breast positron emission tomography; DWI: diffusion-weighted imaging; ER+: estrogen
receptor; HER2: human epidermal growth factor receptor 2; LD: longest tumor diameter; MRS: magnetic reso-
nance spectroscopy; NR: not reported; PE: contrast peak enhancement; PERCIST: PET Response Criteria in Solid
Tumors; RECIST: Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors; SUL: standardized uptake value corrected for
lean body mass; SUV: standardized uptake value; TLG: total lesion glycolysis; TP: triple-negative; TV: tumor
volume; WB: whole-body.
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3.5. Risk of Bias Evaluation

The QUADAS-2 quality assessment (Table 4) was used to assess the risk of bias. All
studies used post-surgery pathologic results as the gold standard. Overall, results show
that the quality of the included articles was satisfactory with moderately low concern.

Table 4. Summary of quality evaluation according to QUADAS-2 tool. Studies are classified as low,
high, or unclear risk of bias or applicability concerns.

Study Riks of Bias Applicability Concerns

Patient
Selection Index Text Reference

Standard
Flow and
Timing

Patient
Selection Index Test Reference

Standard

Tateishi; 2012 [17] ? ? + ? − − +
Park; 2012 [18] ? ? + ? + + +
Simo; 2013 [23] + ? + ? + − +
Kim; 2014 [24] + ? + ? + + +

Pengel; 2014 [25] ? ? + + + + +
Pahk; 2015 [26] − ? + + − + +
An; 2015 [27] ? + + + + + +
Cho; 2016 [29] ? ? + + + + +

Amioka; 2016 [28] ? ? + ? − − +
Choi; 2017 [30] − + + − + + +

Schmitz; 2017 [19] + + + ? − + +
Kitajima; 2018 [20] + ? + ? + + +
Tokuda; 2021 [21] + ? + ? + − +
Baysal; 2022 [22] ? ? + ? + + +

+: low risk, −: high risk, ?: unclear risk.

4. Discussion

The introduction of NAC has recently acquired an important role in the treatment of
locally advanced BC, allowing high percentages of tumor downstaging and facilitating
surgery conversion to less aggressive approaches [32]. It has been reported that [18F]FDG
PET/CT and MRI are the most accurate tools for predicting pCR, outperforming both US
and mammography [33]. Innovative tools such as DWI- and DCE-MRI overcome digi-
tal mammography in terms of evaluation of tissue changes and intra-tumoral variations,
allowing a more accurate assessment of lesion response after NAC [34]. Moreover, the
American College of Radiology Imaging Network trial recently compared clinical evalu-
ation and mammography to MRI, showing that MRI had the best accuracy for detecting
pCR. In particular, the longest diameter by MRI had a better accuracy both in single and
multiple masses as well as in tumors without ductal carcinoma in situ in comparison to
mammography [35]. Despite this evidence, according to some studies, residual disease
may be overestimated or underestimated. Causes of overestimation could be, for example,
fibrosis or post-treatment inflammatory processes mimicking residual disease. Moreover,
fibroadenomas and other benign findings may decrease or remain stable and be mistaken
for residual disease [36]. Instead, an underestimation may be due to tumors with non-mass
morphology or non-concentric shrinkage patterns, or suppressed enhancement caused by
antiangiogenic therapy [37]. Lastly, some studies have pointed out that the sensitivity of
post-NAC MRI to detect persistent lymph node metastasis is moderate, ranging between 61
and 72%. Putting together this information, it appears clear the need for MRI improvement
or new tools to solve these problems [38]. An interesting possibility has recently been
explored by a study by Hayashi et al., which highlighted the utility of a second-look US
after MRI to predict pCR; in a large cohort of 1274 patients, the PPV was greatest combined
with the two methods versus MRI alone (86.8% vs. 79.4%), particularly in the ER-/HER2+
tumors (98.1%), although it remained difficult to identify the residual in situ disease using
conventional radiology due to the morphological and biological variations, and it is also
not easy to clearly evaluate its accuracy through clinical trials in terms of objectivity and
reproducibility [39].
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Nuclear medicine offers a viable alternative to overcome these problems for the
evaluation of tumor residual after NAC. In a meta-analysis of 19 studies, the sensitivity,
specificity, PPV, NPV, and diagnostic odds ratio of [18F]FDG PET/CT to predict pCR
in primary BC were 84%, 66%, 50%, 91%, and 11.90, respectively [40]. More recently,
Aydin et al. [41] analyzed PET/CT results in 186 patients before and after the completion of
NAC. Of note, the sensitivity, specificity, PPV, and NPV of [18F]FDG PET/CT to determine
pCR were 100%, 72.2%, 72.5%, and 100%, respectively, confirming that PET/CT is a useful
tool in this subgroup of patients. Nevertheless, [18F]FDG PET/CT certainly has some
limitations compared to MRI; for example, the anatomical resolution is lower, and generally,
the cost is higher, leading to a problem of cost-effectiveness. Despite this evidence, only
a few studies have focused on the direct comparison between the two scans, of which, to the
best of our knowledge, the review by Li et al. [42] is the only recent comparing study relative
to the diagnostic performance of MRI and PET/CT after NAC. In particular, the pooled
sensitivity and specificity of MRI were 0.88 and 0.69, respectively, whereas for PET/CT
they were 0.77 and 0.78, respectively. The AUC for MRI and PET/CT were 0.88 and 0.84,
respectively. Essentially, MRI showed a better sensitivity and PET/CT a higher specificity
in this setting, suggesting a complementarity between the two techniques. Nevertheless,
most studies are focused on comparison rather than the assessment of the combined value.
To overcome this problem, in recent years important technological advances integrate
PET detectors into MRI scanners, creating new PET/MRI hybrid systems that are able
to combine metabolic data from PET with anatomic and functional details from MRI
(Figure 2) [43].
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June 2023.

Sekine et al. evaluated the utility of PET/MRI in predicting pCR in a cohort of 74 pa-
tients, with the sensitivity and specificity of PET/MRI being 72.2% and 78.6%, respectively.
In particular, they found that the sensitivity of PET/MRI in HER2-positive tumors and the
specificity in HER2-negative lesions were excellent, meaning that tumor disappearance
was well identified in HER2-positive cases, while the residual disease was easily detected
in HER2-negative cases [45]. More recently, de Mooij et al. suggested that the diagnostic
performance in predicting primary tumor response can be improved with quantitative

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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[18F]FDG PET/MR imaging variables; the complementary values are mainly established
by combining the percentage decrease in signal enhancement ratio and SUVmax halfway
through NAC, which improved specificity and PPV [46]. These aspects should also be
addressed in more prospective multi-institutional studies in order to reduce radiation
exposure compared to conventional staging scans and to develop a tailored approach to
therapy as well as pretreatment patient stratification.

These results are encouraging, but in order to further increase diagnostic accuracy,
nuclear medicine can offer valid alternatives, such as non-FDG radiotracers, the use of
volumetric parameters, or the introduction of radiomics parameters. In fact, new molecules
labeled other than [18F]FDG could be useful to predict response to NAC, analyzing aspects
beyond glucose metabolism, in particular, the use of some radiopharmaceuticals in relation
to tumor histotypes: [18F]-fluoro-17β-estradiol PET/CT in monitoring ER expression,
[18F]-fluorothymidine for measurement cell proliferation, or [18F]-fluoromisonidazolethe
for the evaluation of tumor-related hypoxia [47]. More recently, there are also many
expectations regarding fibroblast activation protein (FAP), a molecule overexpressed in
the stroma of a variety of cancers, considered a promising target structure for diagnostic
and therapeutic approaches [48]. Regarding NAC response assessment, Backhous and
colleagues presented initial results using [68Ga]-labeled FAP inhibitor (FAPI) PET/MRI
in 13 women: the mean breast-tumor-to-background ratio was 0.9 for pCR and 2.1 for
non-pCR (p = 0.001). Integrated PET/MRI could classify breast response correctly in all
13 women based both on readers’ visual assessment and the tumor-to-background ratio,
with a diagnostic performance of PET/MRI trending toward a gain over MRI alone, clearly
supporting future prospective studies in this field [49].

The use of volumetric parameters extracted from [18F]FDG PET/CT is another promis-
ing tool to assess response after NAC in BC patients [50]. In particular, Evangelista et al. [51]
reported for the first time that baseline TLG could predict disease-free survival. Similarly,
Urso et al. [52] reported that the SUVmean of the primary tumor at baseline [18F]FDG
PET/CT was higher in Luminal-B patients achieving pCR after NAC. Conversely, MTV
and TLG of the primary tumor were lower in Luminal-B and HER2-positive patients who
obtained a pCR, suggesting that the primary tumor volume could be a key factor in this
subgroup of BC patients undergoing NAC. Interestingly, no parameter resulted in a reliable
predictor of pCR after NAC in triple-negative BC, although four volumetric parameters
(i.e., MTV and TLG from primary tumor as well as from the whole-body load of disease)
could discriminate patients dead at follow-up among those with pCR after NAC. This
evidence is consistent with several other pieces of evidence from the literature reporting
the prognostic relevance of semi-quantitative parameters on [18F]FDG PET/CT in different
subtypes of BC [53–56].

Finally, several authors already investigated the potential usefulness of radiomics
analysis extracted from baseline [18F]FDG PET/CT prior to the start of NAC to predict
both pCR and survival [57–59]. Despite very promising results, the main limit to the
wide use of radiomics in clinical practice is related to the lack of reproducibility and
standardization [60]. The training of artificial intelligence systems could represent a way
to overcome these issues, although a large amount of data is needed to obtain reliable
algorithms [61].

Some limitations of this review need to be pointed out. Firstly, the study did not
analyze separately BC with different receptor status and histology subtypes. However, this
is an open issue that the currently available literature still cannot solve. It is desirable that
future studies focusing on this setting of disease will pay more attention to the histology
of BC of their cohorts. Moreover, the number of studies considered was small, with the
majority deriving from a single center and some of them being retrospective. In addition,
study design, therapy schemes, and patient heterogeneity in our opinion did not allow for
performing a significant statistical analysis. Finally, different MRI sequences and PET-CT
acquisition tools were compared, which could lead to measurement errors.
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5. Conclusions

In the present study, we investigated the role of [18F]FDG PET/CT in comparison
to MRI for the assessment of BC patients undergoing NAC. The data derived from our
systematic research prove that part of the literature is in favor of PET/CT and part highlights
MRI as superior in this setting. Recent studies indicated that [18F]FDG PET/CT has a higher
specificity, while MRI has a higher sensitivity in assessing pCR in BC patients after NAC.
The complementary value of the combined use of these modalities most likely represents the
most important tool we have to improve diagnostic performance in this setting. However,
further larger prospective studies, possibly randomized, and evaluating PET/MR and
radiomic parameters (Figure 3) are needed.
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